A microblog is a new type of social media for information publishing, acquiring, and spreading. Finding the significant topics of a microblog is necessary for popularity tracing and public opinion following. This paper puts forward a method to detect topics from Chinese microblogs. Since traditional methods showed low performance on a short text from a microblog, we put forward a topic detection method based on the semantic description of the microblog post. The semantic expansion of the post supplies more information and clues for topic detection. First, semantic features are extracted from a microblog post. Second, the semantic features are expanded according to a thesaurus. Here TongYiCi CiLin is used as the lexical resource to find words with the same meaning. To overcome the polysemy problem, several semantic expansion strategies based on part-of-speech are introduced and compared. Third, an approach to detect topics based on semantic descriptions and an improved incremental clustering algorithm is introduced. A dataset from Sina Weibo is employed to evaluate our method. Experimental results show that our method can bring about better results both for post clustering and topic detection in Chinese microblogs. We also found that the semantic expansion of nouns is far more efficient than for other parts of speech. The potential mechanism of the phenomenon is also analyzed and discussed.
Introduction
Nowadays, microblogging services such as Twitter, Google+, Sina Weibo, and Tencent have become important for catching up on news and exchanging information. Since Chinese is one of the most popular global languages, Chinese microblogs play an important role in social activities. Sina Weibo (weibo.com) was launched in 2009 and has become the largest Chinese microblog system in the world. The 2017 financial report of Sina (NASDAQ: SINA) showed that the monthly active users of Weibo had increased to 392 million by the end of 2017. Another large Chinese microblog network is Tencent (0700.HK), whose microblog function is bound to two popular social chat tools, QQ and WeChat, with a total of 1.59 million monthly active users by the end of 2017.
Since a large number of microblog users publish messages at any one time, microblogs have become an important way to spread topics and opinions. Topic detection and tracking (TDT) is a classic problem for natural language processing. The task is to identify new topics and follow existing topics from the information source [1] . Unfortunately, traditional TDT tools work badly on microblog analysis because of the shorter length and user-generated content (UGC) characteristics. For topic detection and clustering of posts in Chinese microblogs, there are several challenges to face [2] .
(1) Short Texts. Since microblogs were initially invented for cell phones, general microblog systems place limitations on the length of a post. The length of post published on Twitter was required to be no more than 140 characters. Although Twitter and Weibo have since increased the length limitation to 280 characters and 2000 Chinese characters, respectively, most posts on microblogs are fairly short because of the users' habits.
(2) Scattered Topics. The contents of microblog posts involve personal life, events, and even reposts from others. Thus, the topics of a microblog are quite scattered in different domains, even when authored by just one user.
(3) Sparse Data. The frequently-used formal Chinese words number more than 50,000. Totally new words often emerge from the Internet. The large number of words plus the length limitation of microblog posts create data sparseness. The sparsity problem prevents general data mining methods from achieving the desired accuracy.
(4) Informal Language. As a kind of UGC, a microblog post is colloquial. Abbreviations, slang expressions, and even typos and grammar mistakes are often found in microblog texts. It is a challenge to detect the correct topic by normal natural language processing methods.
(5) Rapid Generation. Due to a great number of users and convenient mobile publishing, the content of Chinese microblogs is updated very quickly and a lot of posts are published every day. One strategy is to treat the messages of a microblog as a kind of continuous data stream.
Obviously, the characteristics of Chinese microblogs cause difficulties for topic detection and clustering by traditional TDT methods. To solve these problems, two major issues should be solved. One is the proper representation method of posts. The other is the selection of clustering algorithms.
Incorporating semantic knowledge has proven to be useful for enhancing text representation [3] . Since short texts such as microblog posts cannot provide enough words for text classification and effective similarity computing, some kinds of expansions are executed. Adding semantics to a short text is a mainstream approach. There is little research about modeling the semantics of individual microblog posts [4] . Some efforts have focused on the use of external knowledge resources. A method introduced in [5] used a search engine, such as Google, to get more contextual information for measuring the similarity of short text snippets. However, the method not only consumes a lot of time but also depends largely on the quality of the search engine. A three-layer architecture was put forward to enrich the representation of features through Wikipedia and Wordnet [6] . Phan derived topics from an external corpus to enhance the characterization of short texts [7] . Quan used dataset topics to build associations between different words directly [8] . In order to enhance the clustering of microblogs, Hu et al. presented a method to enrich text representation with the power of semantic knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia and WordNet [9] . A method to enrich the representation of short texts by Wikipedia was also put forward by Banerjee et al. for Web text applications [10] .
In order to measure the similarity between sentences, Amir et al. extracted semantic kernels such as subject, verb, and object from sentences first [11] . Then the similarity between them was calculated using WordNet as the main linguistic resource and DBpedia as the secondary resource. Finally, machine learning was employed to find the best way to combine semantic similarities between two kernels. Meij et al. put forward a method to add semantics to microblog posts. They converted the task of linking tweets with concepts in Wikipedia into a ranking problem of concepts that are related to the post [4] . Wikipedia was used to solve entity disambiguation for noisy short texts by Shirakawa as well [12] .
HowNet is an online knowledge base that unveils the inter-conceptual relations and inter-attribute relations of concepts in Chinese lexicons. It has been widely used in Chinese natural language processing, such as word similarity measurement, information extraction, text categorization, question answering, word sense disambiguation, etc. A similarity measure based on HowNet is put forward by Zhang et al. to find product weakness in Chinese reviews [13] . HowNet is utilized to find infrequent features from the dataset. A sentiment dictionary constructed from Hownet is used by Cao et al. for sentiment analysis in microblogs [14] . TongYiCi CiLin (TYCCL for short) is a Chinese semantic lexicon like WordNet [15] . It has been employed to resolve word sense disambiguation for Chinese and event similarity computation in texts [16, 17] .
To overcome the sparsity problem with short texts, a semantic representation of Chinese microblog posts based on TYCCL is introduced. A semantic expansion strategy based on part-of-speech (POS for short) is put forward to solve the problem caused by the phenomenon of polysemy in TYCCL. Since this is a continuous data stream, an incremental clustering algorithm, not a batch learning algorithm, is chosen for post clustering to look for potential topics in microblog [18] . With the potential topic and semantic representation of microblog post in hand, a topic detection method for Chinese microblogs based on semi-supervised learning is proposed. Experiments are conducted on the dataset from Sina Weibo to evaluate our method. Experimental results show that the performance of our method increases both for clustering of posts and for topic detection in Chinese microblogs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the materials and methods involved: the semantic representation method of Chinese microblog post, the post clustering method based on a single-pass algorithm, and topic detection based on semi-supervised learning. Section 3 details the experiments and results involved: data collection and preprocessing, evaluation criteria, experiments for microblog clustering algorithm, and experiments for topic detection. Section 4 gives some discussion. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the work of this paper.
Materials and Methods

Semantic Representation of Chinese Microblog Posts
Initial Representation
Different from English, the general first step of natural language processing of Chinese is word segmentation. This is the process of separating a sentence with continuous Chinese characters into several meaningful words. In our method, NLPIR is adopted for Chinese word segmentation. It is a mainstream Chinese word segmentation system and can divide Chinese text into words and POS tagging [19] . Each post can be segmented into Chinese words and each word is tagged with POS by NLPIR. Then, stop words are removed. Because of the sparsity problem for short texts, all the remaining words are reserved as feature words.
The initial representation of a microblog post p is a set of (t i , w i ). Here, t i is the feature term after stop words are removed. w i is the weight of t i and is calculated by a standard TFIDF function, shown in Equation (1):
Here, the term frequency TF(t i , p) is the number of times term t i appears in post p. IDF is the inverse document frequency. IDF(t i ) indicates the relative number of posts in which t i occurs, defined by Equation (2):
Here, |D| is the total number of posts and df (t i ) is the number of posts in which term t i occurs. For the incremental clustering algorithm, IDF should be computed in advance according to the existing dataset.
Key Feature Extraction
TFIDF simply filters out words whose weights are relatively low or picks out words whose weights are relatively high. Since there are a lot of features in a long text, the feature extraction has less influence on the representation of a long text. However, for short texts like microblog posts, each feature is important to its representation. In order to enhance the representation for microblog posts, semantic analysis is necessary for feature extraction. In fact, each post can be regarded as a short narrative, although some factors are missed. From the point of view of linguistics, a narrative has six elements: time, place, character, cause, process, and outcome. Among them, cause, process, and outcome can outline an event. For simplicity and feasibility, cause, process, and outcome are summarized as one event. Microblog systems also provide special symbols for users to indicate the main content directly, called a theme. Theme can help users to get the meaning of a post quickly. For the reasons above, we extract five features from each microblog post: time, place, people, event, and theme.
• Time (with Date)
After Chinese word segmentation, each separated word contains a POS tag. The words with "per ton" or "/tg" tagging are the words whose POS is time. Another time of a microblog post is the time when it was created. This can be obtained directly from the corresponding field in the microblog. The regular expression can be written according to the expression form of date and time. Date can be expressed as yyyyMMdd, yyyy-MM-dd, yyyy/MM/dd or yyyy.MM.dd. Time usually has the form hh:mm:ss.
• Place
The words describing place are tagged with "/ns" or "/nsf" by NLPIR. So we can extract this kind of feature from a text in a microblog directly.
• People
Each microblog user has a nickname. The nickname in a microblog always appears in the form of "@nickname " or "@nickname:". So we extract the words between "@" and the blank space or colon following "@" as the features of the nickname. Features of a nickname may be the words between "@" and ":" following "@" as well. Other names of people may appear in the microblog post. NLPIR specifies tagging of "/nr", "/nr1", "/nr2", "/nrj" or "/nrf" to the words about the name.
• Event An event feature is a set of words that can describe an event. Different users publish microblogs for different purposes with various styles. An event described in Chinese usually consists of a subject, predicate, and object. A subject may be a noun, adjective nominalization, verb noun, or pronoun. Generally, a predicate is a verb and an object is placed after a transitive verb or preposition. The object may be a noun, pronoun, noun adjective, verb noun, etc. Here, nouns, verbs, and adjectives are extracted from microblog text as event features.
• Theme When a user wants to point out a clear theme for a post, he/she can mark it with a special symbol. Twitter provides hashtags for the theme. Hashtags are good indicators to detect events and trending topics in microblogs [20] . They have been proven to be useful for microblog retrieval [21] and sentiment analysis [22] . However, Chinese microblogs also employ a pair of square brackets or double angle brackets for the label of theme. Extract theme features from those special symbols can save time and improve the accuracy of feature extraction.
Semantic Representation Based on TYCCL
Our semantic expansion method is based on TYCCL. TYCCL is developed by the Harbin Institute of Technology Center for Information Retrieval [23] . Like HowNet, TYCCL also describes the similarity between Chinese words. In addition, TYCCL focuses more on synonyms. It provides synonym sets for Chinese words. TYCCL organizes words in a five-layer hierarchy structure, shown in Table 1 . Chinese vocabulary is divided into large, medium, and small categories. There are 12 large categories, 97 medium categories, and 1428 small categories. Each small category is divided into a number of word groups according to the proximity of meaning and relativity. Each word group is further divided into a number of word units. The words in one word unit are either synonyms or strongly related [24] . Large categories and medium categories are marked with capital letters and lower case letters, respectively. Small categories are identified by two decimal numbers. Word group and word unit are specified by an uppercase letter and two decimal numbers. The 8th byte is used to explain the relationship among the words in one word unit. Three symbols can be specified to the 8th byte. "=" indicates that the words in the word unit are synonymous or equal. "#" means the words in the word unit are strongly related. "@" means there is no synonym or relevant word for the word in the word unit. For example, the Chinese word "东南西北" is represented in TYCCL as "Cb02A01 = 东南西 北 四方". The symbol "=" indicates "四方" is synonymous with "东南西北". Here, "东南西北" means "east south west north" and "四方" means "everywhere".
Semantic representation is a set of term pair (s i , w i ). Here, s i represents a feature word after semantic expansion and w i means the weight of s i . In order to distinguish it from the initial representation, s i will be called a feature item in the rest of the paper. The basic method to add semantics to the presentation of a post is described as follows.
To expand feature words, for each feature word x i , TYCCL is traversed. If there is a "word unit" that contains x i and the value of the 8th byte in the coding of TYCCL is "=", feature x i is replaced by a feature item and described as the coding of the "word unit" in TYCCL. If there is no "word unit" that contains x i or the 8th byte in the coding of the "word unit" is not "=", x i will be specified by a unique code. The weight of each feature item is calculated by TFIDF function as well.
Since many Chinese words have different meanings in different contexts, a feature word may be included in more than one "word unit" in TYCCL. For these words, there are three strategies considering the different descriptive ability of different parts of speech. The simplest method is to replace the feature term with all "word units" matched with it. The second method expands feature words except for verbs. The third method only replaces nouns by "word units." The three methods are called full semantic expansion, semantic expansion without verbs, and semantic expansion with nouns, respectively. Including the initial representation without semantic expansion, there are four kinds of representation methods in a microblog post.
For example, a post whose content is "咦！不对！我漏看了最后一句话。。。。好吧，应该没 我们什么事了。。。。祝公务员放假愉快。。。。" is represented as a set of eight feature words through word segmentation and removing stop words. The eight feature words are "漏", "句", "话", "事", "祝", "公务员", "放假", and "愉快", respectively. Through the TFIDF computing, the initial representation without semantic expansion looks like {("漏", 0.898395716969), ("句", 0.494709966471), The feature items through full semantic expansion are "Bp31C01=", "He15B01=", "Id20D01=", "Dk06B01=", "Dk11A01=", "Da01A01=", "Da01C01=", "Di19A01=", "Di22A01=", "Hi37B01=", "Hj19A01=", "Hi10A01=", "Ae01B02=", "Ga01A01=", and "0x000ca=". Among them, the first three items are the coding of the three "word unit" in TYCCL that contains the feature word "漏". The fourth item is the "word unit" matched with "句". The fifth item matches with "话". The sixth to 11th are six "word units" that contain "事". The 12th item matches with "祝". The 13th matches with "公务员". The 14th matches with "愉快". There are no "word unit" that contains "放假" and is coded with an ending symbol of "=". So the feature word "愉快" is specified by a unique coding "0x000ca=" in the semantic representation of the post. The full semantic representation of this post is {("Bp31C01=", 0.898395716969), ("He15B01=", 0.573833502569), ("Id20D01=", 0.734292315814), ("Dk06B01=", 0.477699441466), ("Dk11A01=", 0.386117478352), ("Da01A01=", 0.420405701485), ("Da01C01=", 0.467743933584), ("Di19A01=", 0.34191762479), ("Di22A01=", 0.449820891011), ("Hi37B01=", 0.472760875922), ("Hj19A01=", 0.401834372944), ("Hi10A01=", 0.620092750465), ("Ae01B02=", 0.317906965181), ("Ga01A01=", 0.335411283489), and ("0x000ca=", 0.712722558999)}.
For the example above, the number of feature words is eight and the number of feature items through semantic expansion is 15. In some cases, several feature words with the same meaning may be replaced by one feature item. For example, both "岳父" and "老丈人" mean father-in-law. They will be replaced by one item coding as "Ah07B02=". Therefore, the number of feature items in a microblog post may be less than the number of feature words. We still call this process a semantic expansion, because the representation of the feature item will add descriptive ability for the words with the same meaning. It also increases the similarity between the post and the topic.
Microblog Clustering and Topic Detection
Microblog Post Clustering Based on the Single-Pass Algorithm
Traditional clustering algorithm like k-means can be regarded as a kind of batch learning algorithm. There are some drawbacks to the k-means clustering algorithm. First, in order to classify the documents into a specified number of clusters, the value of k has to be determined before clustering. The clustering results greatly depend on the initial value of k. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to predict the right number of topics in the microblog. Secondly, the number of posts in a microblog platform grows over time. As a result, the dataset for clustering changes dynamically and the number of topics may change over time as well. K-means cannot handle newly added microblog posts. Therefore, an incremental clustering algorithm is more suitable for topic detection in microblogging data streams. A single-pass algorithm is a typical incremental clustering algorithm. Referring to the fundamental idea of a single-pass algorithm, single-pass clustering has been used for new online event detection and topic detection [25, 26] . The similarity between the current document and each cluster is calculated. If the similarity exceeds a certain threshold, the current is merged into the cluster that is the most similar to it. For microblog post clustering, each cluster indicates a topic detected.
The simplest single-pass clustering algorithm can be regarded as a kind of 1NN clustering algorithm. It will be used as the baseline for microblog post clustering and is depicted as the following Algorithm 1.
There are two disadvantages to the single-pass algorithm based on 1NN. One is that the result of clustering depends on the order in which posts are processed. The other is the large amount of time required. Microblog posts are always processed in the order in which they are created. This order is fixed, so the processing sequence is not a problem for microblog topic clustering. The time complexity of the single-pass based on 1NN is O(n 2 ). Here, n is the number of microblog posts.
In order to reduce the time taken, it can be improved as in Algorithm 2 and is named single-pass clustering based on the dynamic model in the rest of this paper. The time complexity of the single-pass based on the dynamic model is O(kn). Here, k is the number of clusters generated by the algorithm and n is the number of microblog posts.
IDF Calculation and Topic Representation
(1) IDF in single-pass clustering After each word of the whole microblog posts is replaced with the corresponding feature items, TF and IDF are computed. With incremental clustering algorithms, the number of documents continues to grow. The calculation method for corpus-level statistics like IDF must be adjusted. There are two possible approaches to calculate IDF. One is to compute IDF in advance using a corpus in a similar application domain. The other is to recalculate IDF when a new document is processed. The second method can work well only after a sufficient number of documents have been processed [27] , so we choose the first way to calculate IDF. The "past" posts collected from Sina Weibo are used as a document set to calculate IDF.
(2) Initial topic representation According to the process of Algorithm 2, single-pass clustering based on prototype, the initial topic representation is the representation of the first microblog post that belongs to the topic. In other words, the topic directly adopts the representation of the corresponding post as its initial representation. As described in Section 2.1.3, if a microblog post is described without semantic expansion, it is
represented as a set of feature words and their weights. If semantics are added to microblog posts through TYCCL, a post is represented as a set of feature items and their weights. So a topic (cluster) can be described as a set of feature words and their weights or a set of feature items and their weights as well.
(3) Topic evolution During the process of microblog post clustering, current posts will be clustered into an existing topic (cluster) or a newly added topic (cluster). When a new post is assigned to a topic (cluster), the topic representation should be updated to reflect the influence from the current post, called topic evolution.
There are different methods to update the representation of a topic. In order to reduce the time taken, a simple method is employed in this paper. It adds the weight of a feature word or feature item in the representation of the post to the weight of the same feature word or feature item in the representation of the topic.
Topic Tracking and Detection Based a Joint of Classification and Clustering
After the clustering of microblogs, there are some clustered topics with stable representation. Regarding the stable topics as classes, we classify new microblogs into different topics. First, a threshold value ε is specified for classification. When a new microblog post appears, its similarity to existing topics is assessed one at a time. The post will be classified into the most similar topic if the similarity is bigger than ε. The topic representation is not updated in the process of semi-supervised learning. For a post that cannot be classified into any existing topics, meaning that no similarity value is bigger than ε, it is reserved for another post clustering procedure for new topic detection.
This process is a joint one of classification and clustering. The clustering results of microblog posts supply a relatively stable template for the process of post classification. On the one hand, the classification process means new posts are classified into existing topics with higher probability. On the other hand, new topics can be detected continuously in the following clustering.
Experiments and Results
Data Collection and Preprocessing
We conduct experiments with a dataset from Sina Weibo. In general, Microblog Open Platform's API (application programming interface) and Web crawler are two common ways to collect data from microblogs. Sina Weibo also provides open APIs for application development. For some business reasons, Sina Weibo modified some APIs in June 2013. More restrictions were imposed on the calling of retrieval functions. On the one hand, the restrictions of APIs such as requests per hour seriously hinder the speed of data retrieval. On the other hand, traditional Web crawlers do not work well because only a logged-in user can see the complete information. So we combine the simulated login technology into Web crawler. Our crawler collects data from Sina Weibo as follows:
(1) Multiple accounts are registered in Sina Weibo and a number of users are specified as seeds manually.
(2) In order to realize virtual login, related packets are sent to the server and a server session is established.
(3) All cookie contents returned by the server are encapsulated in an HTTP package. These contents may be useful for the next simulated login.
(4) After successful log-in, a microblog post is crawled like a common Web page. The related information is extracted and stored in a local database, such as user information, comment number, forwarding number, and so on.
(5) Change user periodically to cope with the anti-crawl mechanism of Sina Weibo. Each user is allowed to visit no more than 30 pages per hour and each page can list no more than 20 microblogs. In other words, one user can get no more than 600 microblogs each hour. With users changing periodically, our crawler can get information quicker from Sina Weibo. Table 2 illustrates the crawling results from Sina Weibo. The dataset includes more than 79,000 microblog posts involving 13 topics. They are annotated manually. The five topics receiving the most attention are selected for our experiments. They are "公务员" (civil servant), "同桌的你" (my old classmate), "转基因" (transgenosis), "雾霾" (smog), and "魅族" (Meizu). There are 7300 posts about civil servants, 10,264 about my old classmate, 5388 about transgenosis, 5647 about smog, and 3122 about Meizu. Two thousand posts for each topic are extracted from the dataset randomly, 1000 for the topic clustering experiment and 1000 for the topic detecting experiment. 
Evaluation Criteria
The methods to evaluate the effectiveness of topic detection and clustering are the same. They are precision (p), recall (r), F1 measure (F1), miss rate (m), false rate (fa) and cost function (Cost), shown in Equations (3) to (8), respectively. F1 measure is a combination of precision and recall. The Cost function combines both false rate and miss rate. The higher F1 is, the better the performance is. The lower Cost is, the better the performance is:
For a topic t, TP (short for true positive) means the number of posts belonging to t and being successfully classified into the cluster corresponding to t. FP (short for false positive) is the number of posts that are classified into the cluster corresponding to t but do not belong to t. FN (short for false negative) is the number of posts that belong to t but are not part of the cluster that corresponds to topic t. TN (short for true negative) is another correct number that represents the number of posts not belonging to t and not having been assigned to the cluster corresponding to topic t. F1 = (2 * p * r)/(p + r)
Here, C m is the cost function of miss rate, C fα is the cost function of false rate, and P target is the priori target probability that the post belongs to the topic. In the second phase of NIST's Topic Detection and Tracking research project (TDT2), the cost function was defined with P target = 0.02 and C m = C fα = 1.0 [25] .
Experiments for Microblog Clustering Algorithm
There are four kinds of representation for a microblog post introduced in Section 2.1.3. In order to evaluate the contribution of semantic expansion to the microblog clustering or topic detection, the single-pass based on prototype is executed when a post is represented in different ways. If a post is represented without semantic expansion, we denote the single-pass based on a prototype as SP-I. When all the feature words are replaced by "word units" according to TYCCL, it is called SP-SF. When verbs in feature words are not expanded, the single-pass based on prototype is called SP-NV. When only nouns in feature words are expanded, it is called SP-ON. We also test the single-pass on 1NN when a post is described without semantic expansion. It is called SP-1NN in the rest of the paper. One thousand microblog posts for each topic are input to Algorithm 2. The largest five clusters output by Algorithm 2 correspond with the five topics detected by Algorithm 2. When the threshold ε is 0.035, the clustering results are fairly good with high F1 and the lowest cost. So Table 3 illustrates the topic clustering results and the measures when the similarity threshold ε adopted in Algorithm 2 is 0.035. Table 3 . The measures of different clustering algorithms on clustered topics when the similarity threshold is 0.035.
Measure
Cluster Algorithm Higher F1 means better performance and higher cost function value means worse performance. According to the average value of F1 and cost function for SP-1NN and SP-I in Table 3 , we see that single-pass based on prototype clustering algorithm is better than single-pass based on 1NN no matter the F1 measure or cost function. As introduced in Section 2.2.1, the time complexity of SP-1NN is O(n 2 ) and the time complexity of SP_IN is O(kn). Our improvement to SP-1NN cuts down the time complexity. At the same time, the efficiency is improved. The average F1 measure of SP-1NN is 0.461. The average F1 measure of SP_I is 0.580. The average F1 measure is improved by more than 25%. Figure 1 illustrates the running performance of different clustering algorithms through F1 measure. Figure 2 shows the running cost by a cost function defined in TDT2. It can be seen that SP-ON has the best performance. SP-ON has the highest F1 measure and the lowest cost. This indicates that the TYCCL semantic extension on the nouns of feature words has a good performance. The reason is that the representation ability of feature words is increased by the extension, which makes it easy to cluster similar microblogs into an extended topic. The execution efficiency of SP-I is better than that of SP-SF and SP-NV. This indicates that the TYCCL semantic extension of all the feature words does not improve the clustering precision, but decreases the efficiency. The extension of all the feature words except for verbs shows the same phenomenon. This could be caused by the frequent phenomenon of polysemy in Chinese. Of the total of 45,365 atomic items of TYCCL, 10,479 of them (23%) have polysemous characterization. Semantic expansion based on TYCCL may solve the data sparseness problem but introduces noise as well. The performance of SP-SF and SP-NV shows that the negative effect of introduced noise The execution efficiency of SP-I is better than that of SP-SF and SP-NV. This indicates that the TYCCL semantic extension of all the feature words does not improve the clustering precision, but decreases the efficiency. The extension of all the feature words except for verbs shows the same phenomenon. This could be caused by the frequent phenomenon of polysemy in Chinese. Of the total of 45,365 atomic items of TYCCL, 10,479 of them (23%) have polysemous characterization. Semantic expansion based on TYCCL may solve the data sparseness problem but introduces noise as well. The performance of SP-SF and SP-NV shows that the negative effect of introduced noise The execution efficiency of SP-I is better than that of SP-SF and SP-NV. This indicates that the TYCCL semantic extension of all the feature words does not improve the clustering precision, but decreases the efficiency. The extension of all the feature words except for verbs shows the same phenomenon. This could be caused by the frequent phenomenon of polysemy in Chinese. Of the total of 45,365 atomic items of TYCCL, 10,479 of them (23%) have polysemous characterization. Semantic expansion based on TYCCL may solve the data sparseness problem but introduces noise as well. The performance of SP-SF and SP-NV shows that the negative effect of introduced noise exceeds the enhancement of data sparseness when all feature words are expanded or feature words except verbs are expanded. All evaluation criteria for SP-ON are the best. This reveals that the semantic expansion of nouns can improve the representation of microblog posts and enhance the clustering of posts, although there is noise.
Although TYCCL does not tag the POS, the algorithm of Chinese word segmentation gives the tag of POS of every separated word according to the context. In addition, the topic representation ability of nouns is obviously better than that of verbs. Therefore, the nouns in a topic can be extended by TYCCL to improve the topic's representation ability. The verbs and other words in a topic are not extended to preserve the execution efficiency. The performance of SP-ON verifies the strong representation ability of nouns.
To investigate the influence of different similarity thresholds on the clustering methods, several experiments are conducted and the results are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that the avg_F1 of each method increases with a decrease in the similarity threshold when the similarity threshold is bigger than 0.02. After that, the avg_F1 of SP-SF decreases with the increase in the similarity threshold. A similar phenomenon occurs with SP-I and SP-NV when the similarity threshold is smaller than 0.01. Only avg_F1 of SP-ON continues the trend of increasing with all the similarity threshold values. Its avg_F1 is higher than that of other methods. This shows that the extension of nouns by TYCCL can improve the clustering efficiency of microblog topics. Figure 4 shows the comparison of avg_cost for different methods with the change in similarity threshold. The avg_cost of each method decreases slowly with the decrease of the similarity threshold at first. The avg_cost reaches the lowest value when the threshold is 0.035. Then avg_cost of each method increases rapidly with the decrease of similarity threshold after a certain value. The reason is that an exception occurs during the clustering. Too low a similarity threshold causes the wrong clustering of microblogs. Figure 4 shows the comparison of avg_cost for different methods with the change in similarity threshold. The avg_cost of each method decreases slowly with the decrease of the similarity threshold at first. The avg_cost reaches the lowest value when the threshold is 0.035. Then avg_cost of each method increases rapidly with the decrease of similarity threshold after a certain value. The reason is that an exception occurs during the clustering. Too low a similarity threshold causes the wrong clustering of microblogs.
The experiments show that SP-ON has the best clustering result and the lowest avg_cost. At the same time, it can tolerate a low similarity threshold, that is, an exception occurs only at the lowest similarity threshold. According to the average of F1, the performance of SP-ON is the best, then SP-I, SP-NV, SP-1NN, and SP-SF. Figure 4 shows the comparison of avg_cost for different methods with the change in similarity threshold. The avg_cost of each method decreases slowly with the decrease of the similarity threshold at first. The avg_cost reaches the lowest value when the threshold is 0.035. Then avg_cost of each method increases rapidly with the decrease of similarity threshold after a certain value. The reason is that an exception occurs during the clustering. Too low a similarity threshold causes the wrong clustering of microblogs. The experiments show that SP-ON has the best clustering result and the lowest avg_cost. At the same time, it can tolerate a low similarity threshold, that is, an exception occurs only at the lowest similarity threshold. According to the average of F1, the performance of SP-ON is the best, then SP-I, SP-NV, SP-1NN, and SP-SF.
Experiments for Topic Tracking
Experiments in this section are conducted according to the process of Section 2.2.3. The process is a joint one of topic tracking and topic detection, but here we focus on the evaluation of topic tracking. Each microblog post will be classified into an existing topic according to the clustering results of Section 3.3 if the similarity is higher than threshold ε. Otherwise, it will be put into another cluster for new topic detection. The cluster representation output when the threshold is 0.035 is applied in this section for topic tracking by classification. 
Experiments in this section are conducted according to the process of Section 2.2.3. The process is a joint one of topic tracking and topic detection, but here we focus on the evaluation of topic tracking. Each microblog post will be classified into an existing topic according to the clustering results of Section 3.3 if the similarity is higher than threshold ε. Otherwise, it will be put into another cluster for new topic detection. The cluster representation output when the threshold is 0.035 is applied in this section for topic tracking by classification.
From the comparison above, we see that the clustering result is the best when only the nouns of feature words are expanded. Consequently, only SP-I, SP-SF, and SP-ON are tested for the topic detection on new posts from microblogs.
The topic tracking performance is good when ε = 0.15. Confined by the length of the paper, this section only shows the experimental results when ε = 0.15. Figure 5 shows the performance of topic tracking results using topic representation as a classifying template when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. SP-I_r, SP-I_p, and SP-I_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the original microblog and topic, respectively. SP-SF_r, SP-SF_p, and SP-SF_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where all words are expanded. SP-ON_r, SP-ON_p, and SP-ON_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where only nouns are expanded. The result shows that the measures with semantic extension of nouns are better than without extension. The performance of topic tracking is the worst when words with any POS are expanded. The topic tracking performance is good when ε = 0.15. Confined by the length of the paper, this section only shows the experimental results when ε = 0.15. Figure 5 shows the performance of topic tracking results using topic representation as a classifying template when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. SP-I_r, SP-I_p, and SP-I_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the original microblog and topic, respectively. SP-SF_r, SP-SF_p, and SP-SF_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where all words are expanded. SP-ON_r, SP-ON_p, and SP-ON_F1 are the recall, precision, and F1 measure with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where only nouns are expanded. The result shows that the measures with semantic extension of nouns are better than without extension. The performance of topic tracking is the worst when words with any POS are expanded. Figure 6 shows the cost of topic tracking using topic representation as a classifying template when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. SP-I_fa, SP-I_m, and SP-I_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the original microblog and topic, respectively. SP-SF_fa, SP-SF_m, and SP-SF_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where all words are expanded. SP-ON_fa, SP-ON_m, and SP-ON_Cost are the false, miss, and cost Figure 6 shows the cost of topic tracking using topic representation as a classifying template when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. SP-I_fa, SP-I_m, and SP-I_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the original microblog and topic, respectively. SP-SF_fa, SP-SF_m, and SP-SF_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where all words are expanded. SP-ON_fa, SP-ON_m, and SP-ON_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with semantic extension of nouns, respectively. SP-ON has lower cost than SP-I. It is verified that the semantic extension of nouns can improve the efficiency of the algorithm operation. Figure 5 . Topic tracking performance when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. Figure 6 shows the cost of topic tracking using topic representation as a classifying template when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. SP-I_fa, SP-I_m, and SP-I_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the original microblog and topic, respectively. SP-SF_fa, SP-SF_m, and SP-SF_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with the semantic extension of microblog and topic where all words are expanded. SP-ON_fa, SP-ON_m, and SP-ON_Cost are the false, miss, and cost function with semantic extension of nouns, respectively. SP-ON has lower cost than SP-I. It is verified that the semantic extension of nouns can improve the efficiency of the algorithm operation. Table 4 gives the result comparison of topic tracking when the similarity threshold is equal to 0.15. It is obvious that the recall, precision, and F1 measure of semantic extension about nouns is higher than those with no extension. At the same time, the false rate, miss rate, and cost function of semantic extension about nouns is lower than those with no extension. Semantic expansion of nouns by TYCCL can improve the precision and recall of topic detection. At the same time, it can cut down the false rate and miss rate. Table 4 . Topic tracking result when the similarity threshold is 0.15. Besides replacing feature words with the corresponding feature items, introduced in Section 2.1.3, there is another way to achieve the semantic expansion of a microblog post. It is a joint bag-of-word representation including both feature words and feature items. We name the first way the item method and the second way the joint method, respectively. The average recall, average precision, and average F1 of topic tracking are illustrated in Figure 7 . In the legend, "Item-SF" indicates that words with any POS tag are expanded by the item method. "Joint-SF" means that words with any POS tag are expanded by the joint method. "Item-ON" indicates that only nouns are expanded by the item method. "Joint-ON" means that only nouns are expanded by the joint method. From Figure 7 , it can be seen that the average recall and the average F1 of the item method are higher than those of the joint method.
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Discussion
In order to overcome the data sparsity problem of short texts, a popular Chinese semantic lexicon, TYCCL, is introduced for the process of semantic representation of posts. Several semantic expansion strategies of microblog posts based on TYCCL are compared by experiments. When all the feature words are expanded, SP-I works poorly. The reason may be the existence of polysemous words. The experiment conducted by Liu indicates that the expansion of polysemous words weakens the Chinese entity relation extraction [28] . Many statistical methods have been put forward for the identification of polysemous words. Corpus-based approaches are often used. Corpus-based approaches identify the word sense according to the co-occurrence frequencies extracted from large textual corpora. These approaches have the advantages of flexibility and generality but suffer from a knowledge acquisition bottleneck [29] . In this paper, several semantic expansions for microblog posts are conducted according to the POS of feature words. They are adding semantics for all feature words, adding semantics for feature words whose POS is not a verb, and adding semantics for feature words whose POS is a noun, respectively. SP-I works poorly when semantics are added to all the feature words or semantics are added to the feature words whose POS is not a verb. SP-I works best when only semantics are added to nouns in feature words.
In the paper, every word gets a POS tag through Chinese word segmentation according to the context. The semantic expansion of posts according to POS does not require more computing. The expansion of a noun according to TYCCL can improve the clustering efficiency of posts and the detection of the topic. This, in turn, demonstrates that nouns have more descriptive ability for Chinese microblog posts and topics.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a Chinese microblog topic detection method based on the improvement of single-pass clustering algorithm and semantic representation of microblog posts. Firstly, Chinese microblog posts without semantic expansion are clustered by single-pass on 1NN and single-pass based on prototype, respectively. The single-pass based on prototype performs better than single-pass on 1NN. SP-I has higher average precision, recall, and F1 measure and lower average miss rate, false rate, and cost function. At the same time, SP-I has lower time complexity as well. Also, the improved single-pass clustering is more efficient and lower in cost than the original single-pass clustering.
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